


The process of decomposing or splitting the
relation(table) into
relations(tables) with fewer attributes by minimizing
the redundancy of data and minimizing the insertion,
deletion and updation anomalies.

In other words Normalization is defined as a step by
step reversible process of transforming an unnormalized
relation into relations with progressively simpler
structures.



First Normal Form (1NF)
Second Normal Form (2NF)
Third Normal Form (3NF)
Fourth Normal Form (4NF)
Fifth Normal Form (5NF)



 A relation(table) is said to be in Fifth Normal Form if it is in 
4NF or we can say that it cannot have a lossless decomposition into any number 
of smaller tables.

 In other words a relation R is in 5NF if for all join dependencies, atleast one of 
the following holds:

i. (R1,R2,…….,Rn) is a trivial join dependency i.e. one of the Ri is R(original relation)
ii. Every Ri is a candidate key for R i.e. every join dependency in R is a consequence 

only of the candidate keys of R.

 Join dependency states that a table after it has been decomposed into three or 
more smaller tables must be capable of being joined again on common keys to 
form the original relation. Let R be a relation and R1,R2,…….,Rn  be a set of 
projections that consititute a non loss decomposition of R then join dependency 
holds in R and only if R is equal to join of these projections (R1,R2,…….,Rn) .

 Also called Project-Join Normal Form(PJNF)



Let us consider an example of Fact_Comp_Project relation as 
shown below:

Factory Components Project

GM Engine MPC

GM Gearbox 125A

HONDA Engine 125A

GM Engine 125A

The above relation is in 4NF because it contains no 
multivalued dependency. However the element of 
redundancy is there as GM supplies the engine component 
twice. But there is no way of losing the redundancy without 
losing the information.



Now decomposing the table into three projections:

Factory Compone
nt

GM Engine

GM Gearbox 

HONDA Engine

Factory Project

GM MPC

GM 125A

HONDA 125A

Compone
nt

Project

Engine MPC

Gearbox 125A

Engine 125A

The join of projections of R1 and R2 over component attribute 
is R4. now R4 consist of spurious tables. Thus the original 
relation cannot be non loss decomposed into two of projections 
R1 and R2



Now join of projections of R4 and R3 which results in 
relation R5 which again consist of spurious tuples.
Spurious tuples mean the additional tuples.

Factory Components Project

GM Engine MPC

GM Gearbox 125A

HONDA Engine MPC

HONDA Engine 125A

HONDA Gearbox 125A

HONDA Gearbox MPC

GM Engine 125A

GM Gearbox MPC

Spurious 
Tuples



Factory Components Project

GM Engine MPC

GM Gearbox MPC

GM Gearbox 125A

GM Engine 125A

HONDA Engine 125A

HONDA Gearbox 125A

HONDA Engine MPC

HONDA Gearbox MPC

Spurious Tuples

So, now Fact_Comp_Project is in 5NF because it cannot be 
further non loss decomposed.


